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— The Jekill and Hyde Company is the world’s leading manufacturer and developer of 

electronically adjustable exhaust systems. We provide riders with Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust, 

the best street legal sound on today’s market. We already offer tailor-made exhaust systems for 

several BMW models, such as the GS and RnineT. However, it’s the chopper and cruiser segment 

where the name Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde is most often heard. That’s why we couldn’t have been more 

excited when we heard about the BMW R18; a bike that made us combine all our expertise when 

it comes to sound, design and performance. Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde proudly presents The Beat for 

BMW R18. Available in a short and long version.

Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde has created a street legal, electronically adjustable exhaust that lets you 

hear and feel the iconic punch of the 1800cc boxer engine and discover the real soul and sound of 

the BMW R18. As much as we already love the Boxer-engine, it is our firm belief that our exhaust 

system can strongly highlight the unique and distinguished BMW sound. The Beat is equipped with 

three sound modes. By a simple push of a button on the handlebars a valve inside the muffler 

closes, opens or opens halfway, which gives the rider the possibility to easily adjust the sound to 

the moment. 

The Beat is a completely street legal system and complies with European legislation and laws, as 

well as being EC/ECE/EG/ABE/EEC/EU/EGBE and TÜV approved. Our software is programmed to 

intervene subtly and almost imperceptibly when the parameters set by the legislation are reached. 

This ensures that you are 100% legal in all sound modes.

Quality is one of our most important core values. The Beat does not only look and sound great, but 

it is also a reliable and high quality product. Only the best materials are used for the production 

which are all sourced from trusted suppliers in Europe. Therefore we deliver all new exhaust systems 

with a standard 4 year warranty.
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— The Beat embodies three distinct personalities: 

the Dr. Jekill mode, the Dynamic mode and the Mr. 

Hyde mode. By a simple push of a button a valve inside 

the muffler closes, opens, or opens halfway, giving your 

exhaust more power and sound. This gives you all the tools 

to adjust your sound to the moment. Riders don’t have to 

worry about breaking the law in any situation; the system 

is always legal no matter what sound mode is selected.
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MODESWITCH
Push it to control your exhaust system 
and choose your sound mode.
 

SMARTBOX 
Intelligent software unit that controls 
the servomotors.

SERVOMOTORS 
These will react to the signal of the 
Smartbox and position the valve in the 
required mode.

THE EXHAUST 
Reacting to the servomotors our 
patented valve system will be positioned 
in the required mode.

how it
WORKS



— The Beat for BMW R18 contains exceptional sound quality. Equipped with three 

different sound modes the exhaust boosts a beautiful, deep rumble (Mr. Hyde mode), a calm, 

low-key but distinctive sound (Dr. Jekill mode) and a tamed sound with a little more presence 

than the Dr. Jekill sound (Dynamic Mode). Our sound engineers have used the character of 

the boxer engine as a guideline in all sound modes. We are sincerely proud of our sound and 

the product that we have created. The power of the Boxer engine is perfectly transmitted to 

the rumbling sound coming out of The Beat. 

the
SOUND

But don’t just take our word for it. Listen for yourself by scanning 

the QR-Code. Or even better, experience it live at a BMW dealer. 

A Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde exhaust is something you have to undergo 

in real life, in order to fully appreciate the sound and truly feel it.



THE BEAT
SHORT EXHAUST
The Beat Short is a real looker. It defines itself by a slightly aggressive yet also refined look and sound. The Beat Short fits like a glove on a customized R18 in bobber style. The power of the Boxer engine is perfectly transmitted to the rumbling sound 
coming out of The Beat. Push the button and let the beat enchant you!E

custom
DESIGN

— A groundbreaking bike like the BMW R18 needs an exhaust that completes this bike’s 

potential. One of Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde’s most important values is the rider’s possibility to 

choose. Not only the preferred sound mode, but also the looks and design of the exhaust. The 

design of the BMW R18 differs completely from the stock exhaust, as well as the available 

aftermarket exhausts. 

In terms of size you can choose between a long and a short 

version, both available in black and chrome. For both the long as 

the short version we offer 4,0” end caps in different variations. To 

connect The Exhaust with the header set, we’ve made a custom 

link pipe and heat shield, alse available in black and chrome.



SHORT EXHAUST
— The Beat Short immediately grabs your attention.  It defines itself 
by a slightly aggressive yet also refined look and sound. The Beat Short fits 
like a glove on a customized R18 in bobber style. The power of the Boxer 
engine is perfectly transmitted to the rumbling sound coming out of The 
Beat. Push the button and let the beat enchant you!

the
BEAT

short



LONG EXHAUST
— The Beat Long boasts a beautiful, deep rumble. For the rider that 

loves a smooth ride. The Beat Long suits the classic look of the R18. Push 

the button and the crowd will know of your arrival; never just loud, but 

always present. For the rider that doesn’t settle for mediocrity!

the
BEAT

long



premium
QUALITY

— Many riders might only consider the appearance and sound, but the quality of 

the product is essential for your exhaust to continue performing at its peak. All Dr. Jekill 

& Mr. Hyde exhausts are made to last, designed and manufactured with longevity in mind. 

They need to withstand all kinds of (weather) conditions and extreme heat. Therefore 

they are thoroughly tested, before going into production. When all the tests are passed 

and an exhaust becomes available to the public, only the highest quality materials are 

used for the production which are all sourced from trusted suppliers in Europe. 

 

street
LEGAL

— Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust offers a completely street legal exhaust. It 

has a European type approval and thus complies with all European laws and regulations, 

as well as being CARB/EPA tested and TÜV approved. This is because every Dr. Jekill 

& Mr. Hyde system contains a smartbox: this electronic control unit is the brain of 

the product and contains software that reads CAN Bus signals coming from the 

motorcycle’s ECU. By committing the system to the parameters set by legislation, 

the Smartbox will seamlessly intervene if necessary. Riders don’t have to worry about 

breaking the law in any situation; the system is always legal no matter what sound 

mode is selected. That being said, for many motorcyclists sound is an essential part 

of the riding experience. By adjusting the sound to the moment, the rider can enjoy 

the journey with his favourite soundtrack, without being a disturbance to others.

Credits: WUNDERKIND-Custom

Credits: LMC-Lang MotorCycles Credits: Motorrad Senger / Rabbit Ground Customizing



Big Shot Streetfighter Slashcut

Long Short

BODIES
The body of the The Beat comes in a long and short 

version, both in black and chrome. 

END CAPS
Give your exhaust the final touch with Dr. Jekill & Mr. 

Hyde’s end caps. You can choose between different 

sets of end caps, available in different colours. To see 

which design suits your motorcycle, we invite you to 

check out our online configurator.

HEAT SHIELDS
To connect The Exhaust with the header set, we’ve 

made a custom link pipe and heat shield, available in 

black and chrome.

TAILOR-MADE EXHAUST SYSTEMS 
As a rider you want to have an exhaust that suits the look of your bike and also complies with your personal taste. We offer 

The Beat in different versions, so you can make it completely yours!

COMPANY WEBSITE
— The Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde website is fully developed and 

designed with the rider in mind; your personal route to the perfect 

Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde exhaust. And while you’re at it, get inspired by 

our blogs and road stories or check out the coolest pictures and 

videos to boost your own creativity.

Visit our company website at: jekillandhyde.com

EXHAUST CONFIGURATOR
— Customize your own exhaust in our exhaust configurator: 

your perfect exhaust is only a few clicks away. Pick your body colour, 

end caps and electronics and make it yours. Let’s build something 

beautiful.

CONFIGURATION CODE
—  Generate a configuration code while configuring a Dr. Jekill 

& Mr. Hyde exhaust. If you download or email a PDF, or directly 

request a quote, a configuration code will be added to the attached 

PDF automatically. Show or email this unique code to your dealer 

and he or she will be able to get your desired exhaust

configuration instantly. Simple as that!

Check: configurator.jekillandhyde.com for latest product / 

model updates.

your
CHOICE

configure
YOUR EXHAUST



jekillandhyde.com

#JEKILLANDHYDE #drjekillandmrhyde #theexhaust

you are Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde
share #myjekillandhyde


